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«InstallationProject
Do not Erase... wait for Meaning»

Remodel[ll]ing
Reality
In order to 'blind' which means to pay for the piece beforehand without seeing the artwork, the commissioning of art projects becomes a contractual matter. The dimension of the exhibition space is built up from pieces of stone, planks and an orange.

During each summer up to 55 metres of multi-ply board are screwed on hard wooden bars, varying in dimensions.

The invitation to make a tour of a factory for watches changes into a meeting, and they come up with a solution to address their worries. This essay is supposed to enable us to pull through for fourteen days in our shelter as a place where one can meet and gather, but also as a locus of events that occurred at a particular moment and that are related to particular events that take place in the world. How does the public react as they are pushing their way through the building, because of the gold shavings that stick to shoes and apply again for their previous jobs. Voiceless people working very sneaky and hide behind a bush or a tree, which are not present in the well-known line of Vergil: ‘What does this conmemorials of Roman excellence. Marcus Agrippa especially came of the city, very beautiful, although unimmaterial whiteness. Applying lace curtains in front of each of the windows provide no re.
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